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Abstract: Plasmon nanoantennas are extensively used
with molecular systems for chemical and biological
ultra-sensing, for boosting the molecular emissive and
energy transfer properties, for nanoscale catalysis, and
for building advanced hybrid nanoarchitectures. In this
perspective, we focus on the latest developments of using
plasmon nanoantennas for nanoscale chiral chemistry
and for advancing molecular magnetism. We overview the
decisive role nanoplasmonics and nano-optics can play
in achieving chirally selective molecular synthesis and
separation and the way such processes might be precisely
controlled by potentially merging chirality and magnetism at the molecular scale. We give our view on how these
insights might lead to the emergence of exciting new fundamental concepts in nanoscale materials science.
Keywords: nanoantennas; plasmonics; chirality; asymmetric reactions.
Chirality, or structural handedness, is a fundamental
feature of biological life. It refers to chemically identical molecular species having non-superimposable structural arrangements. It is then said that such molecular
species have one or the other handedness. This lends an
extremely high specificity to a host of different molecular
interactions and to build complex molecular architectures that are the fundamental building blocks in life
science, biomedicine, and the pharmacological industry.
Asymmetric chemical synthesis caters to these extensive
needs and is employed to produce molecular species with
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designed handedness, that is, an enantiomeric excess in
the final product of a chemical reaction. Various catalysts are used to promote enantiomeric excess, typically
in the same (liquid) phase as the reactants (homogeneous asymmetric catalysis). This usually complicates the
task of separating the products from the catalyst after the
reaction. Heterogenous (surface-based) catalysis then
comes to help [1]. A convenient way of measuring the
enantiomeric excess and, in general, molecular chirality is by detecting the preferential absorption of right- or
left-circularly polarized (RCP or LCP) light that passes
through the liquid sample. Such preferential absorption
is expressed as circular dichroism (CD): CD ∝ ARCP–ALCP.
Another parameter that is often employed to characterize molecular c hirality is the Kuhn dissymmetry factor g,
also expressed through circular polarization-dependent
2( ARCP − ALCP )
. However, g values
light a
 bsorption as g =
ARCP + ALCP
are typically small and, more in general, CD signals are
low in dilute solutions. As a consequence, extensive
research efforts are directed both at generally increasing
the enantiomeric excess of the products of the asymmetric synthesis and at substantially boosting the detection
sensitivity of the chiral molecular species. The latter is
widely featured in the recent literature [2–4], so in this
perspective we focus on the former, that is, several recent
advances and future prospects of driving chiral chemistry at the nanoscale aimed at achieving sizeable enantiomeric excess. Figure 1 summarizes the discussion that
follows: we overview four different paths for producing
enantiomeric excess with nano-confined asymmetric
chemical reactions, namely employing superchiral electromagnetic fields in plasmon cavities, Fano-type resonances, propagating surface plasmon polaritons and
chiral-induced electronic spin selectivity.
CD spectroscopy is a staple spectroscopic technique
to detect and quantify enantiomeric excess. Interestingly,
it has been demonstrated that the use of circularly polarized (CP) light of either handedness in photochemical
reactions can in itself promote the formation of one enantiomer over the other simply by the selective absorption
of light with different handedness [5, 6]. Unfortunately
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Figure 1: Nanoscale chiral chemistry.
Producing enantiomeric excess with nano-confined asymmetric chemical reactions (i.e. going from a racemic mixture to the strong
preference of one enantiomer in the mix – see the center schematics) could be accomplished in several ways. Many of these involve
confining light to the nanoscale with the nanoplasmons. Upper right: Propagating surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are the collective
and coherent oscillation of the free electrons at a metal-dielectric interface. Producing strongly enhanced (evanescent) optical near-field,
SPPs also exert circular light-polarization-dependent lateral optical forces onto a dielectric medium, helping to physically separate chiral
media with the opposite structural handedness. Upper left: In nanoplasmonics, Fano-type resonances are generally produced by the
interaction of two or more electromagnetic modes in a single nanoplasmon antenna or a collection of them. Such interaction often leads
to highly asymmetric optical resonance line shapes, with associated sizeable optical nonlinearities and the presence of strongly confined
electromagnetic fields. Lower left: Specially shaped nanoplasmonic antennas (like a nanohole in metal film against a metallic mirror) form
so-called plasmonic cavities, where “superchiral” (i.e. chiral electromagnetic fields much stronger than those associated with free-space
propagating circularly polarized light) near-fields emerge upon illumination with the circularly polarized light. Lower right: With chiralinduced spin selectivity (CISS), electron transport through the chiral molecules depends on the electronic spin. This effect can be employed
with magnetic surfaces to separate molecular enantiomers.

though, as it is pointed out in [7], the actual chiral selectivity and the yield of such reactions are rather low, around
2%. In Figure 2A, it is possible to appreciate the small
signature on the CD measurement (less than 1 mdeg)
which represents an enantiomeric excess of 0.4% [8]. One
interesting example of the generation of CP light-induced
chirality with the addition of a second irradiation by CP
ultraviolet light to lock the obtained configuration is
shown in Figure 2B [9].
Recent advances in the asymmetric (photo)synthesis and chiral amplification, that is, total photoconversion of a racemic mixture into one pure enantiomer,
are reviewed in [10]. Among the notable implementations are the CP light-triggered asymmetric autocatalysis
reactions, showing great potential in achieving nearly

enantiomerically pure solutions [11–13]. Another method
of separating the enantiomers is by using optofluidics. The group of Brasselet [14, 15] developed a system
of sorting chiral micrometer-size droplets depending on
their handedness and using counterpropagating beams
with RCP and LCP light. This approach is used to sort
smaller objects as well by using the droplets as “conveyors” and employing appropriate surface functionalization discriminating between chiral and non-chiral
objects (molecules or particles). A similar approach using
a single laser beam was proposed based on the optical
forces exerted by light in structurally chiral particles,
such as carbon nanotubes [16] or cholesteric droplets [17].
Optical trapping has also been successfully employed to
sort or isolate microparticles in relation to their structural
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Figure 2: Enantiomeric excess dynamically-induced by CP light irradiation and by colorimetric discrimination using metallic
nanoparticles.
(A) CD spectra (θ) of a photoswitchable molecule upon irradiation with RCP light (blue) and LCP light (red) at 436 nm. Inset: CD intensity
values measured at 430 nm upon alternating RCP and LCP light (n = 1–16) and unpolarized light (n = 17), with standard error of mean
values from three independent experiments (reproduced from Ref. [8]) – Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Capped Ag
nanoparticles (AgNPs) can be used as enantioseparators and chiral detectors platforms for D- and L-cysteine. The aggregation of AgNPs is
selectively induced by an enantiomer of cysteine, which allowed the rapid colorimetric enantiodiscrimination of cysteine and separation by
centrifugation. Adapted with permission from Ref. [24]. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.

chirality [18–20]. In a recent paper, also from the Brasselet group, the role of lateral forces was used to understand a Newtonian Stern-Gerlach experiment, where a
laser beam with spatially varying helicity gradient was
used to displace microparticles in opposite directions
depending on their handedness [21].
A promising approach to separate enantiomers in
solution is the use of metal nanoparticles. While several
methods rely on the use of Au [22, 23] and Ag nanoparticles
[24–26], see Figure 2B these do not involve plasmon resonances, but rather the functionalization of the metallic
surface with chiral or non-chiral ligands [22, 24]. Also,
it has been explored the use of the colorimetric changes
in Au or Ag clusters of nanoparticles [23, 25, 26] (note a
helpful review in [27] on the subject).
Considering the encouraging results demonstrated by
CP light-driven emergence of the enantiomeric excess in
asymmetric synthesis, it is only natural to take advantage
of the intense light-matter interaction at the nanoscale
afforded by the plasmon resonances of metallic nanostructures in solutions or in metasurfaces. Molecular
species can be found in very close contact with such nanostructures without forming a chemical bond and taking
advantage of the highly enhanced electromagnetic (super)
chiral near-fields in direct proximity to plasmon chiral or
achiral resonators (nanoantennas). Several works have
approached this exciting prospect from a theoretical
point of view, yet no experimental evidence of plasmonenhanced photochemical asymmetric synthesis has been
reported so far.

Superchiral electromagnetic near-fields (i.e. electromagnetic fields with optical chirality higher than that of
free-propagating CP light) can be induced in the direct
proximity of the nanostructures, interacting with CP or
even linearly polarized light. Such nanostructures may
form extended arrays as photonic (semiconductor), plasmonic (nanometallic), or dielectric metasurfaces. The
striking characteristic of these metasurfaces is that they
often feature an achiral motif. We can calculate the chiral
density of an electromagnetic field, C, using the following
definition [28–30]:
C{E, H } =

−k0
−k
Im{ E ∗ ⋅ H } = 0 | E || H | cos( βiE ,H )
2 c0
2 c0

(1)

where E and H are the electric and magnetic fields of light;
k0 and c0 are the wavevector and the speed of light in free
space, respectively; and βiE,H is the phase angle between
iE and H. Following the calculations and assumptions
on a chiral molecule described in [30], we arrive at the
enhancement of the Kuhn’s dissymmetry factor of the
chiral molecule, relative to the one corresponding to the
CPL only, gCPL:
g

gCPL

=−

1 | E || H | cos( βiE ,H )

ωc
| E |2

(2)

where ω is the angular frequency of light. The main idea
behind the electromagnetic design of a nanoantenna
aimed at efficient generation of the enantiomeric excess
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metal-dielectric-metal metasurface when a chiral molecular interlayer is placed in the gap between the nanostructures. Other works have proposed Ag (Figure 3A)
and Au plasmonic nanoapertures for the same purpose
[35, 32]. We envision that producing superchiral fields by
plasmon nanoantennas will not only provide the means
for the extremely efficient handedness-dependent separation and detection of the chiral species, but will also
aid in their enantiomeric resolution upon the initial
chiral (photo)transformation.
The use of high-refractive-index semiconductor and
dielectric nanoantennas presents the advantage of having
strong electric and magnetic dipoles within the same
nanostructure with the added benefit of low losses and
high resonator quality factors. Such nanoantennas have
been proposed by the group of Dionne for the generation
of the chiral near-fields [7] (Figure 3C). An intriguing property of such high-index nanoantennas is the occurrence of

during the chiral phototransformation at the nanoscale
g
[31]. To achieve this, and in light of
is to maximize
gCPL
Eq. (2), certain conditions need to be satisfied, such as
the spectral and spatial overlap of the electric and magnetic fields, while having π/2 phase difference between
them [28, 29, 32]. Several examples of metasurfaces
realize these conditions using plasmon nanoantennas.
The group of Chanda [33] provided a nanohole-nanodisk
metasurface supporting two degenerate localized surface
plasmon electric and magnetic modes. Here, the electromagnetic cavity mode, formed by the nanodisk at the
bottom of the nanohole and the metallic nanohole rims,
delivers a strongly chiral near-field that is designed to
spectrally overlap with a C-H vibrational mode of a chiral
molecule (camphor), experimentally improving its detection sensitivity by four orders of magnitude. The group
of Gan [34] predicted a 1300-fold CD enhancement in a
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Figure 3: Several examples of theoretically proposed nanostructures showing superchiral fields suggested for enantiomeric separation.
(A) Schematic representation of the plasmonic device formed by a periodic array of asymmetric nanoapertures for enantioselective
optical process. Asymmetry parameters x and y in the right inset are employed to intensify the electromagnetic fields and introduce chiral
asymmetry, respectively. Reproduced with permission from [35] © The Optical Society. (B) (upper left panel) Enantiomeric excess plotted
against percent yield in a photoionization reaction based on thiocamphor molecule (gmolecule = 0.04) for three different volume regions
(different R) above a GaP disk with fixed height (H = 40 nm); (upper right panel) Enantiomeric excess plotted against percent yield in a
photoionization reaction based on thiocamphor for no enhancement, the maximum point enhancement for a silicon sphere see [7], and that
for the GaP disk metasurface (7- and 15-fold, respectively); (lower panel) percent yield plotted against absolute g for enantiomeric excesses
(ee) of 10%, 20%, and 50%. Reprinted with permission from [30]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (C) Schematics for photolysis
of a molecule near a silicon nanosphere illuminated by circularly polarized light. Enhanced preferential absorption near the nanosphere
excites a vibrational mode in the right-handed (R) enantiomer, leading to the dissociation of one bond while leaving the left-handed (S)
enantiomer intact. Reprinted with permission from [7]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
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the so-called generalized Kerker condition, where higher
order modes interfere constructively; specifically, the inphase electric and magnetic modes spatially and spectrally
overlap to produce highly directional forward light scattering [36, 37]. This effect has been proposed for the generation
of enantiomeric excess by the near-field of the semiconductor nanostructures [29]. Calculations made by the group
of Dionne [30] unearthed that a metasurface made of GaP
nanodisks (see left inset in Figure 3B) could potentially
have photoconversion reaction yields (i.e. the amount of
substance that is being changed in an equilibrium reaction) for a thiocamphor up to 30% with an enantiomeric
excess of 10%, as compared to the asymmetric reaction
yield of 0.66% using just CP light. This is achieved by the
4.2-fold increase of the intrinsic molecular dissymmetry
factor when the molecules are above the surface of a nanodisk (Figure 3B). Looking at the lower and the right inset
of Figure 3B, it becomes apparent that, in order to achieve
high reaction yields in the photodecomposition reaction
while getting also a high value of enantiomeric excess, it is
necessary to have a high value of g enhancement.
Fano-type resonances that typically result from the
interaction of a high-quality (optical) resonator with a
spectrally broader background (alternatively – lower order
resonances) have been proposed for enantioseparation by
using the high-intensity electromagnetic near-field. Specifically, using dipole-octupole Fano-type resonances,
a transverse optical force appears, and optomechanical
chiral sorting by trapping of sub-10 nm chiral particles
becomes possible [38, 39]. Also using optical forces, the
use of propagating surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) has

been reported for enantioseparation [40]. The chirality of
the medium is present through the index of refraction for
right (+) and left (–) CPL as n± = εc μc ± κ; κ = ξμ0c0, where
εc, μc, and ξ are the relative permittivity, permeability, and
chirality of the medium, respectively, while μ0 is the permeability of free space and c the speed of light. The presence of a chiral medium (in contact with the metal layer
in the Kretschmann configuration) generates SPPs with
handedness-dependent lateral optical forces in the evanescent field that act in opposite directions on an embedded chiral particle in the medium. Other conceptual
works use the quantum spin Hall effect [41, 42] and similarly employ the evanescent optical fields, where chiral
particles with different handedness experience opposite
lateral forces also realizable at a metal-dielectric (chiral)
interface [43]. A similar example proposed by the group of
Qiu uses an interference field formed by two plane waves,
where the state of polarization of the waves determines
the lateral forces exerted on a chiral particle [44]. Optical
tweezers are used as a very accurate enantioselection tool
for the chiral nanoparticles, where optical trapping is
dependent on the nanoparticles’ structural chirality. The
group of Dionne [45, 59, 60] recently demonstrated that
plasmonic optical enantioselective trapping with a metallic tip could be achieved at 20 nm distance from the tip
(see Figure 4). The same group introduced a technique to
potentially separate enantiomers using a chiral atomic
force microscope probe coupled to a plasmonic optical
tweezer that exerts attractive or repulsive lateral forces,
depending on the handedness of the employed CP light,
with the difference in force of up to 10 pN [46].
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Figure 4: Optically trapping chiral particles.
(A) Schematic view of the plasmonic coaxial aperture. The incident light is left-handed circularly polarized and propagates along the +z
direction. (B) and (C) are the calculated transmission and the one-dimensional trapping potential on an achiral particle with a refractive
index of 1.45 and a diameter of 20 nm in water, 20 nm above the aperture. The trapping potential is normalized to 100 mW transmitted
power. Adapted with permission from Ref. [45]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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It is highly intriguing to further explore the coupling
of the molecular resonances to the electromagnetic superchiral cavities, mentioned above, as the means of achieving a substantial enhancement of detection of the chiral
molecular species. We may ask ourselves whether further
increasing the coupling strength in such system can favor
the actual enantioseparation or even promote the enantiomeric excess of the optical near-field-controlled asymmetric
photochemistry. A seminal paper by the group of Ebbesen
[47] demonstrated the sizeable modification (specifically,
slowing down) of the chemical reaction rate of a phototransformation when run under conditions of the so-called
strong coupling of the molecular excitons and the optical
mode of a Fabry-Perot cavity. Further perspective on the

chemistry involving strong coupling (the so-called polaritonic chemistry) is given in [48]. Indeed, as already pointed
out in [33], the dissymmetry factor can increase when the
cavity is tuned to the vibrational band of a chiral molecule.
Although this is a surface-based enhancement phenomenon, the principle of using superchirality (as described
in [7]) to rate-selectively photodecompose or in other way
phototransform one enantiomer in the mix may become
available. Here the strong coupling of the vibrational and/
or optical molecular modes to the vibrational and/or optical
superchiral modes of a meticulously designed electromagnetic cavity or nanoantenna would be essential.
It is also stimulating to explore the potential connection between chiral selectivity and another phenomenon

Figure 5: Using magnetic fields for enantiomeric separation, magneto-optical enhancement and sensing.
(A) Enantioselective deposition on a Si/Ni/Au ferromagnetic substrate of three different aminoacids. Depending of the orienation of the magnet
underneath, it has been observed the chirally-preferential deposition of one handedness over its opposite in racemic mixtures (left inset) and
enantiopure solutions (right inset). In the bottom inset, the suggested mechanism for the enantioselective crystallization. Charge polarization
occurs when a chiral molecule approaches the ferromagnetic surface, accompanied by spin polarization. If the spins of the ferromagnet are
aligned antiparallel to the spin of the chiral molecule, the interaction is stronger, increasing the probability of cristalization. Adapted from
[50] – Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Molecular part of the MCD spectrum (reported in differential extinction units vs photon
energy) of TbPc2@Au corrected for the nanoantenna contribution (blue) and compared with the control MCD spectrum of TbPc2 (green) (inset:
schematic representation of the TbPc2 layer on gold nanoantennas overlaid with finite difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations of the
electromagnetic near-field). Adapted from [51] by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (C) Schematic of an enhanced magneto-optical
activity experiment in the strong coupling regime: the non-magnetic organic analyte (J-aggregates: extinction peak indicated by the black
dashed line), binding to a plasmonic nanorod shows sizeable MCD (dashed and full lines in the MCD spectra represent the opposite directions
of the magnetic field), while no MCD signal can be detected for the free-standing analyte (gray trace). Source: Ref. [58].
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– magnetism. The latter is intimately connected with the
molecular chiral phenomenon. In 2018, the Naaman group
[49] demonstrated the selective absorption of the chiral
molecules in a racemic mixture using magnetized achiral
substrates, proposed to be driven by chirality-induced spin
selectivity (CISS) effect. In a very recent experiment for the
same group, three different aminoacids were crystalized
in a ferromagnetic substrate, generating pure enantiomeric crystals (see Figure 5A). Depending of the direccion
of the magnet, one handedness is deposited in the substrate, while the other still remains in the solution [50].
An interesting first step of merging the magnetism at the
molecular scale and optical nanoantennas was proposed
in the recent work published by the group of Sessoli [51].
It demonstrates an enhancement in the magneto-optical
activity of TbPc2, a model single-molecule magnet (SMM),
when combined with a simple plasmon antenna (Au nanodisks) (inset of Figure 5B). It has been demonstrated that
plasmon antennas can be used conveniently for boosting
magneto-optics in a variety of configurations [52–55]. In
the aforementioned work, the plasmon antenna resonance spectrally overlaps with the excitonic absorption of
the TbPc2, which results in a fivefold increase in plasmonenhanced molecular absorption (measured by magnetic
circular dichroism, MCD) and similarly enhanced magneto-optical activity of the SMM (Figure 5B).
In this framework, the MCD signal resulting from the
hybrid system can be treated as a linear superposition (i.e.
weak coupling) of the magneto-optical signal from TbPc2
and a relatively strong contribution from the plasmon
antenna. The latter, despite being diamagnetic, exhibits a
sizeable magneto-optical activity arising from the perturbation induced by the applied magnetic field on the oscillation of charge carriers involved in plasmon resonance
[56, 57]. Since this effect is qualitatively and quantitatively
well understood, it becomes possible to model and subtract the plasmon contribution to the MCD signal, thus
obtaining the plasmon-enhanced magneto-optical signature of SMMs. Interestingly, using the different magnetic
behavior of the molecules (saturating their magnetization by increasing the applied magnetic field) and of the
nanoantennas (linear to the applied magnetic field), it is
possible to discriminate the nature of the MCD signal in
different portions of the spectrum. Recently, the group of
Liz-Marzan reported magneto-optical experiments on a
Au nanorod antenna-dye assembly exhibiting strong coupling [58]. The authors found that the (non-magnetic) dye
molecule, characterized by negligible magneto-optical
activity in its native form, starts displaying a sizeable MCD
spectral contribution when adsorbed on the Au nanorod
antennas (Figure 5C). This effect has been ascribed to
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the partial hybridization of the molecular optical resonance with that of the nanorod (which is MCD active, as
described above). This example demonstrates a convincing strategy of transferring the properties while in the
strong coupling regime, which might potentially include
electromagnetic chiral interactions.
Looking forward, it is exciting to anticipate how
exploring the various molecule-cavity coupling regimes,
including the strong coupling with its marked emergence
of the hybrid molecular states that allows bypassing the
expected chemical reaction routes, and the intriguing
connection between molecular chirality and magnetism,
might eventually contribute to the development of unforeseen avenues towards highly efficient chiral chemistry at
the nanoscale.
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